
Un-painting? Non-painting? Anti-painting? Given her propensity for undoing much of 
the fundamental work that goes into making a painting —!and thus potentially undoing 
what our expectations of what a painting should be —!Susan Connolly’s art might easily 
be couched in negative creative terms. One central process within Connolly’s work is that 
of applying paint heavily (and more-or-less evenly) onto canvases and then allowing it to 
dry in thick leathery layers. So far, so straightforward. Her next necessary move, however, 
is to then meticulously separate the solidified surface from its standard support, peeling 
back the ‘skin’ of the painting so that the dried-out layers of oil assume a fabric-like form 
that drapes precariously from the canvas in carefully arranged folds and pleats (jumping 
from ‘skin’ to ‘fabric’ metaphors seems inevitable, since we are not quite sure what we 
are dealing with here). In certain works, Connolly adds little timber armatures that help 
to support the unpicked surface of paint in variously disorderly or decorous arrangements 
—!the hardened paint might thus be bunched-up like the covers of an unmade bed, or 
held up like a makeshift tent, or allowed to neatly rest like a deftly attached cape. Note, 
again, then, the pile-up of hopeful similes here: one inexact ‘like’ after another. For it 
might be that in my fumbling efforts to find points of comparison for Connolly’s curious 
ways of supporting and displaying paint, I’m perhaps also acknowledging how her odd 
predilection for taking things apart can be pitched as a creatively positive impetus: one 
that requires new connections, fresh discoveries, new definitions.  If there is an essential 
element of deconstruction in her paintings (in the simplest possible sense of that 
tricky term), Connolly’s art also necessitates equal and opposite forms of idiosyncratic 
construction. Her paintings are made, unmade and made again —!and as we look at 
them, maybe, our already ‘made’ expectations of what a painting is might similarly be 
unmade, and made again.

Dual processes of painting and un-painting are of course not entirely out-of-the-
ordinary within this incessantly interrogated field of art. Even if it’s not a precisely 
comparable point of reference, I’m reminded, for instance, of how Callum Innes has at 
times described his own version of engaging with formalist abstraction as a kind of ‘un-
painting’ —!a series of repeated (both ‘positive’ and ‘negative’) actions that in his case 
involves erasing layers of applied oil paint with strategic smears and spills of turpentine. 
We might think too of how Michael  Krebber has often aimed to reduce painting to only 
the merest suggestions of what a painting can be —!on occasion choosing to throw 
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blankets and bedsheets over stretchers without going to the trouble of applying any 
actual paint. As John Kelsey has written, Krebber’s art “exhibits its own materials as 
pure means, endlessly separating them from their normal ends.”1  Considering such 
a deconstructive disposition with respect to painting might also call to mind the 
deliberately destructive efforts of an artist such as Angela de la Cruz. This is an artist 
who has consistently sought to deflate the authority and pomposity of prescribed, 
received versions of what painting ‘is’ by following versions of this procedure: (i) create 
an abstract painting on a stretched canvas (ii) remove the painted canvas from the 
stretcher (iii) cut up parts of the stretcher (iv) re-make and re-size the stretcher (v) finally 
and excitedly re-attach the straining canvas back onto the now wholly inappropriate 
support structure. The outcome of this plan of purposeful creative destruction is a 
newly awkward and embattled — but all-of-a-sudden engagingly sculptural — artistic 

1 Michael Krebber, ‘Stop Painting Painting’,  in Rich Texts: Selected Writing for Art (Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2010), p. 193. 
 Image: Still Life- YBR/neon, Acrylic paint, medium gel, canvas support, pine stripwood, screws. 2013
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The very particular visual and physical effects of Connolly’s paintings are of course part 
of what makes them so compellingly individual as artistic propositions (and despite 
their increasing ‘sculptural’ strength, it is worth noting that Connolly remains committed 
to strictly defining her works as paintings).  The peculiar potency of the effects she 
achieves in part arises from widely held excitements and uncertainties about surfaces. 
It’s important, for instance, that Connolly’s paintings often have a beautifully decorative, 
vibrantly designed demeanour. The paintings are made and marked in such a way as to 
allow for elegantly eye-catching, brilliantly coloured, repeating or elaborating patterns 
to emerge. In the most positive possible way, such pleasure in colour and pattern might 
suggest an upbeat and innocent attitude to surfaces. The vital removal of an outer layer, 
then, could well seem akin to wallpaper stripping —!and to the optimistic process of 
decorating a room. I can’t help thinking too of a child’s joyous unwrapping of a present at 
a birthday party, or even, more precisely, of the parent’s experience of carefully wrapping 
a deeply-considered gift, before then seeing the packaging hastily pulled apart. These 
are impressions about Connolly’s art that place the paintings imaginatively within 
the ‘framework’ of the home —!and there is, incidentally, a view that this setting is the 
defining one for some of the major innovations of modern painting. T. J. Clark has written, 
for instance, of how Cubism —!an art that disassembled many of the fundamental 
elements of painting —!sought to engage with a ‘constructed’ world that is “real for us if 
it is not far away, and smaller than us, or maybe just the same size.” For Clark, the Cubist 
world was “property”, it was “a room” and, a room, crucially, “where the property is 
deteriorating: [where] the wall-paper is …peeling.”2 

Rooms are also, however (as Clark continues) “the ‘individual’ made flesh.” And it is 
equally —!and, indeed negatively — important to note!a more physically unnerving side 
to Connolly’s separating of the paint from its support, to this removal of the paper from 
the birthday present. Shift the metaphor back to ‘skin’ and we find ourselves in a situation 
of disturbing corporeality: painting’s relation to the body is highlighted, but in a manner 
that might make our own skin creep. Connolly’s paintings separate the outer skin from 
the inner membrane that clings to a basic skeleton: the act is an incisive, surgical one. 
However inappropriate the allusion, the practical principles and discomfiting outcomes 
of Connolly’s perverse painterly process could surely remind us of those sci-fi movie 
moments when a character peels away a fake face to reveal an alternative identity 
or hidden, monstrous being.!This is perhaps the ghastly counter-point —!or obscene 
underside, as psychoanalysts might say —!to Connolly’s often ebulliently pleasing 
artistic acts. (What, in other words, might we discover about ourselves as the surface 
of this profoundly ‘expressive’ art form is lifted?) In certain recent works, indeed, such 
suggestions of bodily intimacy are intensified through the layered application of 
removed paint onto little figurines positioned on plinths: these vertical, stand-alone 
structures suggest modelled human presence but in a corrupted, disruptive, unruly and 
unreliable mode. 

As in all Connolly’s works, we see in such sculpture-paintings (despite her commitment 
to one clear disciplinary term, they still urge us towards dual definitions and 
unconventional coinages) the ongoing convergence of contending practical and 
psychological impulses. This is, arguably, an artistic dynamic that is acutely active and 
available within painting: its combination of applied liquidity and precarious, slowly 
cultivated solidity allowing —!still, after all this time —!for the creation of stirring 
situations of sensory plurality. And in the way of much significant painting, Connolly’s 
removals, separations — and her attention to the specific, strange something that 
results from these activities —!synthesises delight with queasy discomfort. Her painterly 
‘peeling’ is both subtly disturbing and, of course, appealingly painterly. 

Declan Long is an art critic and lecturer. He is Co-Director of the MA Art in the 
Contemporary World programme at the National College of Art and Design, Dublin.

2  T.J. Clark, Picasso and Truth (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2013), pp.77-79. Image: Unexpected logic, 300x180cm, Acrylic paint, household paint, canvas frame, stripwood, Visual, Carlow. 2011
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construction.  If, then, Susan Connolly’s paint-applying and paint-removing strategies 
to some degree resemble aspects of the above —!arising, as they undoubtedly do, 
out of related anxieties about what is left to be done (or undone) in the practice of 
painting —!she also picks away at her medium in altogether distinctive ways.  She is 
less ‘painterly’ than Innes, perhaps, but more intimately so than de la Cruz; she is less 
conceptual than the hardcore Krebber, but maybe more inclined in that direction than 
the broadly modernist Innes. Once again though, these imperfect attempts to make 
connections (and, inevitably, to define disconnections) indicate a process of trying to 
construct a meaningful ‘framework’ for Connolly’s work, when in fact she is herself 
pursuing a process of carefully peeling away from such reliable background supports.

Image: Still Life- CYM, Acrylic paint, medium gel, canvas support, pine stripwood, screws. 2013
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